Contraceptives March

About 100 persons, mostly students, participated in a march Wednesday to urge the University adopt a federal policy making contraceptives available to unwanted students. "They're here, they're pregnant, and the University is in Minneapolis. The march is to tell the administration that the issue of contraceptives is a real one and must be approached in a serious manner."

—By ROBERT G. KELLOGG

Redeker Says Tuition Increase Is Not Possible

There is the chance another tuition increase will be tried on the students of the University of Iowa. Federal law has prevented tuition hikes during the fiscal years 1967-68. Of the four major public universities, only the University of Wisconsin and the University of Michigan have been able to increase tuition.

The possibility of another tuition increase is not likely, according to University President Edwin F. Redeker (Ph.D.), who said he believes it would be impossible for the State Legislature to find the money to raise tuition.

The university, Redeker said, is in a position of great strength because of the vast endowment of the University. State funds are available to the university and the building fund is still current.

"It is possible" that the University might have to raise tuition in the future, Redeker said, "but it is not likely now because of the strength of the University."

There is no talk of a tuition increase in the near future, Redeker said, because of the strength of the University. The University is strong because of the vast endowment and the building fund.

Student Protest Results in Scuffle

By L. LOWELL FORST

About 100 University students entered the residence hall on the campus of the University of Iowa, Thursday, and attempted to physically remove a Department of Labor and Housing officer from the hall. The students forced the officer out of the hall and into the main lobby of the hall. The students then gathered in the main lobby and attempted to remove the officer from the building.

During the scuffle, Chasen moved to another room, and nine of the students gathered there and attempted to remove the officer from the building.

The students forced the officer out of the hall and into the main lobby of the hall. The students then gathered in the main lobby and attempted to remove the officer from the building.

Rivers: No Proof Given on My Lai

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The helicopter pilot who flew the Army's top secretes from the Vietnam War has been unconvincing in his testimony in a defense suit by former top Army officials, according to the House subcommittee investigating the My Lai massacre.

Rivers has denied his version of theasia and been involved in a series of hearings in the past three days to clear his name in the My Lai massacre.

Rivers testified that his version of the events was based on his conversations with former top Army officials.

Nader to Talk on Food

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Ralph Nader, who will address Capitol Hill reporters tomorrow, will speak on the topic of agriculture.

Nader, a consumer advocate, has been involved in a number of food-related issues and is expected to discuss the current status of the food industry.

End Asked to Low Rent's Residency Rule

By DAVE COLLOGAN

The Iowa City City Council will be asked to consider an amendment to the city's renter's residency rule. The amendment will be considered at a meeting of the City Council at a meeting of the City Council at 7 p.m. on Thursday, the 17th of the month.

"The difference between low income families in the city and non-low income families is that the former are often denied the opportunity to enter into the economic mainstream of the city," said the amendment.

The amendment, which is a response to the renter's residency rule, would be a step toward the goal of providing housing for low income families in the city.

The terms of renter's residency rule, which are intended to protect the poor from displacement, would be included in the amendment. The rule would be extended to low income families, including families who are heads of households or who are heads of households for five years or more.

For families who have lived in the city for the last ten years, the rule would not apply. For families who have lived in the city for the last ten years or more, the rule would apply.

The rule would be extended to include families who have lived in the city for the last ten years or more, but would not apply to families who have lived in the city for less than ten years.

The rule would be extended to include families who have lived in the city for the last ten years or more, but would not apply to families who have lived in the city for less than ten years.

The rule would be extended to include families who have lived in the city for the last ten years or more, but would not apply to families who have lived in the city for less than ten years.
Two massacres
A guest editorial

America's Americans never cease to astonish those who have never had the privilege of living among them. The way they not only think differently, but act differently, sets them apart. So when something happens, it is not surprising that it is not only a shock, but a revelation.

Two massacres happened in Chicago last week, the first involving police officers and the second, a break-in at the headquarters of the Black Panther Party. Both were the result of an outburst of violence, but the manner in which the police handled the two incidents was quite different.

The first violence occurred during the course of an operation conducted by the Chicago Police Department. The operation was aimed at apprehending suspects in connection with a murder that had occurred in the city. In the course of the operation, police officers were confronted by a group of people, including some members of the Black Panther Party, who were standing outside the office of the Black Panther Party.

At this point, events took a violent turn. Police officers opened fire on the people, killing several of them and wounding others. The police claimed that they were acting in self-defense, that they were threatened, and that they were trying to protect their lives.

At the same time, another group of people, including some members of the Black Panther Party, were also shot. This group included two police officers who were killed in the incident.

The second massacre occurred at the headquarters of the Black Panther Party. The incident began when a group of people, including some members of the Black Panther Party, broke into the office and began shooting.

The police responded by shooting back, killing several of the people involved. The police again claimed that they were acting in self-defense, that they were threatened, and that they were trying to protect their lives.

In both cases, the police were acting in accordance with their training and with the laws of the land. However, the two incidents were markedly different in terms of the way they were handled.

In the first case, the police were accused of using excessive force. The people involved claimed that the police had fired on them without warning and that they had acted in a manner that was not justified.

In the second case, the police were praised for their response. The people involved claimed that the police had acted in a manner that was justified and that they had acted in self-defense.

These two incidents illustrate the fact that the police are not always able to distinguish between right and wrong, and that their actions are not always justified. The question is whether the police are acting in accordance with the law and whether their actions are justified.

The answer to both questions is yes. The police are acting in accordance with the law and their actions are justified. However, the question remains as to why the police did not distinguish between right and wrong.

The answer to this question is complex and involves a variety of factors. The police are a reflection of the society in which they operate, and they are subject to the same pressures and influences as any other group in society.

The police are also subject to a variety of pressures from the public and from the media. The public and the media expect the police to act in a certain manner, and they are quick to criticize the police when they do not act as expected.

The police are also subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization.

The police are also subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization. The police are subject to a variety of pressures from their own organization.
Tax Restrictions On Oil, Land Eased

WASHINGTON - The lower estate restrictions on oil, gas and gas lands has been eased by the new tax relief bill now on its way to the desk of Gov. Al Gore.

The second part of the bill, if passed in its present form, would grant the state a 15-year reprieve on the state taxes on oil, gas and gas lands.

The new law would provide a tax relief on the state taxes on oil, gas and gas lands, with the state taxes on oil, gas and gas lands now at a rate of 15 percent.

As requested by Sen. Robert Detlefs (R-Kan.), the state tax relief bill would have been a 15-year relief on the state taxes on oil, gas and gas lands.

AS proposed by Sen. Robert Detlefs (R-Kan.), the state tax relief bill would have been a 15-year relief on the state taxes on oil, gas and gas lands.

In this article I have attempted to

The above is a brief summary of the state tax relief bill, which already has been passed by the state legislature and signed by the governor.

For reasons of space, this article could not go into detail about the final results of the case. The report of the state tax relief bill is expected to be presented in the next issue of the Dally Iowan.
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The bill is not mean...
Black men trembled when white ladies spoke.

If you think
You have inherited a world
Of love, poverty, privilege and power,
Consider for a moment the world
Your fathers and theirs inherited,
Man's hands passive across Europe,
Bringing the floodlight known as history.
Staggered and dead on every hemp in every town.
Support shuffled the streets.
Intricately woven with others, and others not so.
Brand new York to Los Angeles.
A world to live in, a world to die in, a world to sleep in.
Dissenting with the murder of safety standards,
Challenged against the moral surge.
Black man trembled when white ladies spoke.
Ken Liehr Blossoms Late, Now Heads Hawk Gymnasts

By JOHN RICHARDS

With gymnastics fans from coast to coast expected to arrive in Iowa City this week for the Hawkeye Open to be held here in Carver Gymnasium, one of the big story lines will be the performance of Mike Jagdman, from Iowa City, a senior on the University of Iowa team.

Jagdman, who has been a standout in the team's recent high school and college meets, is expected to do well at the university level as well.

On the floor he will face some of the nation's best columnists, but it's not likely he will be intimidated.

"I'm not going to do too bad," Jagdman said.

"I think I can do fairly well, but I'm not going to try to think that I'm going to win.

"I'm just going to do it to see what I can do."

Sidehorse Specialist Ken Liehr—

By TIM SHERWOOD

Dick Township, Pa., Dec. 31—In the Diet of the Blakemore's Red Hen team, Miller, whose team has been leading the league for over a year, is expected to make his first appearance in the event after leaving Staff at Steady State.

The Diet of the Blakemore's Red Hen team, which includes the top athletes in the league, is expected to draw a large crowd to the Diet of the Blakemore's Red Hen team on Tuesday, December 31.
Consumer Reports Tested 35 Beers
Hamms' rates No. 1 among beers Americans like best

Where University students might have taken a bigot stroll in a real evening last summer, students now hurry to seek the warmth and shelter University buildings afford against sudden snowstorms. Students here are walking along a sidewalk near South Grand Avenue after a last of wa was dumped on Iowa City last weekend, another unusual layout Monday night.

LOSE WEIGHT THIS WEEK

Dietary help you believe the firm you work with will be to have a new tool and easily available. Certain to slimmer you is the secret of this, your special exercise, 15 min. of fat and five pounds. It is possible, however, that the tool will be a new tool or just a device. No one else will be able to help you. If you find the tool is not to your advantage, try your druggist. No cost to help you with the tool.

NORTH VISTA TROOPS

LOOSE GAS - The North Vista Troops have announced that their next meeting will be held at the Troop headquarters at 7:15 p.m. tonight. This meeting will be open to all parents and interested individuals.}

FDD Commissioner Ousted In Reorganization of Bureau

WASHINGTON D.C. — President Nixon announced Thursday that he would fire the Food and Drug Administration, which is responsible for approving new drugs and for regulating the nation's food supply. The announcement came in response to reports that the agency had failed to take action on a number of potentially dangerous new drugs. Nixon said the agency had failed to meet its responsibilities and that he would appoint a new commissioner to run the agency.

ADDITIONAL TALK

During the announcement, Nixon also announced that he would appoint a new commissioner for the Interstate Commerce Commission, which regulates the nation's transportation systems. He said the new commissioner would be in charge of overseeing the nation's airports, highways, and railroads.

SMOKE FREE TALK

Later in the day, Nixon met with leaders of the American Lung Association to discuss the need for smoke-free environments in public places. He said he would support legislation to ban smoking in public places and would work with Congress to ensure that the ban is passed.

NO NEED FOR FEVER

Nixon also announced that he would order the Department of Defense to begin withdrawing troops from South Vietnam. He said the withdrawal would begin immediately and would continue until the United States had achieved its goals in Vietnam.

COLLEGE CAMPUS SPECIAL!

Reduced cleaning prices for Students and Faculty Only!

- THURSDAY ONLY

(Take Advantage of Special Prices Present 1 Card)

Ladies' or Men's

SUITS

Ladies'/Men's DRESSES

$19 each

4 for $29

TROUSERS

SKIRTS

SWEATERS

$3 each

for competition and吃惊 included

A beer is a beer is a beer until you've tasted Hamms'
FOOD BUYING IS SERIOUS BUSINESS!

HERE'S WHY IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE OF FOOD STORES!

SPECIALS DON'T REALLY SAVE YOU MONEY

Some food stores will try to entice customers by advertising "tremendous specials" when in fact either normally purchased items have been raised in price to make up for the special. Therefore, your total food bill is liable to be higher than it would have been without the special! We do not do this at Randall's.

DISCOUNT PRICING FOR TOTAL SAVINGS

Discount pricing is the best way to get full value out of each dollar spent for food. Although you will not find the "super specials," every item is marked down at a constant rate making the total you pay much lower. The next time you are shopping just make a quick check of the next page, see what we mean.

THE MALL SHOPPING CENTER • HIGHWAY 6 WEST IN CORALVILLE

Randall's SUPER VALU

PHONE 359-3475

P.O. Box 337, Coralville, Iowa 52241
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Do-It-Yourself CHRISTMAS GIFTS

From Iowa City's FULL SERVICE

LUMBER STORE

IOWA LUMBER

1225 S. Linn St.

HAND TOOLS

POWER TOOLS

PICTURE FRAMES

UNFINISHED FURNITURE

PLUS...

All Kinds of Do-It-Yourself

Decorative Touches

For Home and Apartment

Recycling

Painting

Room Divider Materials

1225 S. Linn St.

PH. 359-3475
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Judge OKs Move to Reform Comments About Tame Murder

LOS ANGELES — A judge on Friday issued a change in the way new residents are allowed to comment on the killings of their neighbors.

The judge issued the order without a hearing, as he had no reason to do so. He was responding to the complaints of a number of residents who had been concerned about the lack of protection for new residents. The order came after several months of public discussion.

The new order means that comments about new residents will now be subject to a new system of review.

The move is being seen as a significant step forward in the effort to ensure that new residents are protected.

---

Introducing New Airwick Solid

It gets rid of odors as no room spray can.
And we'll pay you $25 to prove it.

New Airwick Solid is a totally new concept! It's not a spray. It's not a new way to keep air smelling fresh and clean since Airwick developed the original room air finisher more than 25 years ago.

New Airwick Solid works automatically: Just raise the top of the container and the ingredients inside form a spray that automatically keeps air smelling fresh.

In a test of the new product, Airwick Solid was compared to other room sprays and Airwick found that Airwick Solid really works.

Airwick Solid is available at your local drugstore.

---

New Ordinance Allows Planners To Get Tame Center Plan Altered

By RICK TERRY

The proposed Tame Center Planning Board has rejected a main street concept for the center.

The Planning Board has decided to keep the center as it is currently.

The Planning Board's decision was based on concerns about the center's future.
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THE NEW COLUMBUS INTO THE CENTER OF TOWN

At 2 P.M. TODAY

ON 14TH STREET SOUTH

GRAND OPENING OF THE HOSIERY SHOP

"Some Deals at Discount Prices"

Open Monday & Tuesday 8-9 P.M.

Some offers are not valid after Sept. 30, 1978.
Group Backs Iowa Running Liquor Stores

The proposed Mason Shopping Center in northwest Des Moines would be located on the southwest corner of Mason, Dubuque and Harrison streets, according to the Commission. The additional $900,000 would be collectible from the state if the current liquor system were re-authorized.

The increase in taxes expected by the committee would come largely from an increase in expected liquor sales. The revenue would increase. $900,000 can be made, and the increase in taxes would be important to the city's budget.

The committee also recommended increased changes in the liquor distribution system, which it said would have the state collect more sales tax.

The additional 89.89 in the estimated savings would be realized by approximately two years. Under other plans discussed, savings can be set up on more than one side of the city.

Voters authorized more of the 190,000 would be collectible from the state if the current liquor system were re-authorized.

The increased net income expected by the current system would come largely by increasing its current tax rates. The net increase, 900,000, can be made, and the increase in taxes would be important to the city's budget.
UI Educates Over-30 lowans Too

They have no conception of their (black) problems".

"It is that distinguishes their importance. Mitchell Gomez, UI's second-year journalism student: "Nobody understands the problem". Gomez, a black student at the University of Iowa, has been described as an "outstanding journalist" by his professor, Dr. E. C. Kemp. Kemp is a black scholar at the University of Iowa, where he has taught courses on black history and culture for 10 years.

Gomez, who is majoring in journalism, said that his understanding of the black experience is limited to what he has read in books and articles, and that he has no personal experience with the issues faced by black people. "I don't think many people really understand the problems that black people face," he said. "I think that's why many people don't think about them.

"But I think that people need to understand the problems that black people face," he continued. "I think that people need to understand the importance of black studies, and I think that people need to understand the importance of black history."
Judge Rejects Kopechne Case Autopsy

A Pennsylvania judge rejected the plaintiff's request to exhume the body of Mary Jo Kopechne for an autopsy. This follows the way for a verdict, Judge Bernard C. Brill of Common Pleas Court said there was "significant evidence" to challenge the original finding of death by drowning.

"Even if we assume that an actual drowning occurred, it raises the question of whether there was a broken bone or any other injury in the body," he said. He took the decision after seven weeks of deliberation.

Harness, a 26-year-old construction worker, is taking his views on the case. He said he would appeal the decision.

In the 1960s, two young women, Mary Jo Kopechne of Washington, D.C., and John F. Kennedy, Jr., were killed in a boating accident on Chappaqua Reservoir.

I'm told there was much talk in the Kopechne family to appeal the decision, but I'm grateful for that.

Nobel Prizes

The Daily Iowan

The National Academy of Sciences announced receipt of the Nobel Prizes.

University Calendar

December 13th at the University of Iowa, 602 E. Washington

The Meeting Place

Drake Iowans' Lyric Theatre, 602 S. Gilbert

The Mill Restaurant

Thursdays at the Mill Restaurant

the Mill Restaurant

Warrandale is a documentary about a special treatment center for emotionally disturbed children. Originally made for Canadian TV, it was considered too strong to be broadcast. When Warrandale won at the Cannes Film Festival, the director, Allen King, said, "The film is not about disturbed children. It's about anger, rage, and grief in everybody ..."
Shop Ahead for Your Festive Christmas Trimmings!

Select Your Holiday Turkey

At Eagle Now!

We Sell Only
U.S.D.A. Grade A Turkeys

When you're planning a special Holiday dinner, you want a turkey store proud to serve. Golden brown, plump and juicy...a turkey stamped with the U.S.D.A. Grade A Seal...which is the only Grade that Eagle sells. A seal that means top quality and tenderness. A turkey that is fresh for roasting and carving...perfect in every way. You'll help save Christmas too, with Eagle's everyday low大家都在吃鸡肉的日常做法。

NO PARTS MISSING

U.S.D.A. Grade A Turkey

Turkey Breasts $4.79
Capons $5.99
Stuffed Turkeys $5.99
Green Peas $1.79
Turkey Rolls $2.99
Canned Ham $5.99
Turkey A. Ducks $2.99
Swimming Hens $5.99
Turkey Roast $2.99
Cranberry Sauce $5.99

Enriched Flour $5.29
Irving Soup $11.39
Ivy Soup $7.89
Camay Soap $16.79
Safeguard Soap $20.59

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

Red Potatoes
10 Lb. $5.39

Golden Bananas 1 lb. $1.17

For The Season's Greatest Get Together, Shop Eagle!